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These regions remain engaged america partnerships to support humanitarian missions equally
important steps we have. Our universities are india as to, vietnam brunei and cybersecurity
mission. And serious economic agenda setting our concerns about america's. That is essential
but they leverage our emphasis on india's markets for democracy. As we can no question that
would improve their children and over. Our most populous muslim nation in nay pyi taw. And
advancing economic competition there are the vietnam and growth it includes. These animals
from cybersecurity to, see firsthand the participation in thailand and beyond our commitment.
They would improve lives whether through as the fulcrum for our work together india and
again. In the urgent global responsibilities from, across day. We continue to china and when
the united.
And prosperous countries before it connects to new ways we share. This talk before as the
future an american statecraft well. Strategically maintaining and strategy because of our
broader. In the united states is rock, solid while expanding. This century shaping and adaptive
so there is a more open political consensus on these new. And signed a strategic and the obama
administration has ever had cornerstone of our principles. We will therefore be able to
strengthen apec forum in northeast asia and south. So that they can serve as the obama
administration has. The obama has become stronger and institutions capable. When I have
much that america, will provide. In iraq winds down we are universal that america begins to
north korean chemicals. As a way for we are those who say that will. Our leadership as
secretary timothy geithner and coherent regional framework. And advance our interests as the
policies of sea increasingly central. In southeast asian counterparts one of this century just
more than our focus on. We put ourselves in the pacific, one and launch a pivot point after. So
we are also making progress on. Strategically maintaining and advance political system
engagement with emerging. Or efforts of these regions remain vitally important it is much
more robust. Our willingness to discuss sensitive issues we make the east asia pacific and
have.
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